Installing the Sloped Ceiling Kit (SCK52**) Instructions Sheet
Be sure the electricity to the fan is turned off!
Pin

INSTALLATION NOTE
When installing your ceiling fan on a sloped ceiling, the
hanger bracket must be mounted with the opening parallel
to the slope (Figure 2a).
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1. Remove the Hanger Ball by loosening the setscrew in
the Hanger Ball until the ball falls freely down the Downrod.
(Figure 1a) Remove the Pin from the Downrod, then remove
the Hanger Ball. Retain the Pin for reinstallation in Step 3.
2. Route wires through opening in Canopy. Position Canopy
on fan shown with open side facing up. (Figure 1b)
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3. Reinstall the Hanger Ball (Figure 1b) on the Downrod as
follows. Route the three 80˝ wires through the Hanger Ball.
Position the Pin through the two holes in the Downrod and
align the Hanger Ball so the Pin is captured in the groove in the
top of the Hanger Ball. Pull the Hanger Ball up tight against
the pin. Securely tighten the setscrew in the Hanger Ball.
A loose setscrew could create fan wobble.
4. Carefully lift the assembled fan and seat the downrod/
hanger ball assembly on the Hanger Bracket that was
attached to the ceiling joist. Be sure the groove in the ball is
lined up with tab on the hanger bracket (Figure 2a).

WARNING
Failure to seat tab in groove could cause damage to electrical
wires and possible shock or fire hazard.

NOTE: The threaded rods in the hanger bracket serves as
guides for easier (Canopy Housing) installation.
5. Securely attach the Canopy Housing to the Hanger
Bracket using the two threaded rods, external lockwashers
and knurled knobs supplied with your kit (Figures 2b).

WARNING
To avoid possible fire or shock, make sure that the electrical
wires are completely inside the canopy housing and not
pinched between the bracket, the housing and/or the ceiling.
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SCK52** – Sloped Ceiling Kit Parts List
Description

Part #

Hanger Bracket

APG510BL

Ceiling Canopy

PG160**

Hanger Ball

PG145

5/32˝ x 1˝ Threaded Rods (2)
5/32˝ External Lockwashers (2)
Knurled Knobs (2)
**Insert

FINISH CODES (Refer to fan model number
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